Cre8a – Exterior Cladding Colour Options
Our PODs are supplied with a high-quality exterior cladding in a wide range of colour options which
can be supplied in any combination to create the perfect look. This list is not exhaustive so if there’s
a particular colour you want, that is not shown below, please contact us to discuss. This versatile but
hard-wearing cladding can be installed in urban patchwork, shiplap or block and brick designs.

STONE
The stone range has distinctive gloss and matt facets, is appealing to the eye and impressive to touch.
It is full of depth and character, recreating a range of stone or concrete finishes.

Metallic
You can give your decor a timeless gleam. Our metallic range combines a transparent overlay with
metallic flakes on a plain coloured background to showcase a range of modern patinas.

Black and White
Bring a touch of elegance to your exterior with a contrast between light and shade.

Neon
Vibrant colours will give your building an incredibly modern feel and fascinating optical intensity.

Yellow
Give your building a fresh look from the yellow colour palette which offers glimmering streaks of the
sunset.

Red
Lush gloss reds give your building a sense of passion.

Blue
Our blue mood range, with connotations of the night sky and glistening seawater, provides inviting
and inspirational characteristics to your building.

Green
Have a sea of fern leaves in the forest’s twilight and give your building the look of opulence.

Brown
Connotations of earth and nature are provided with this palette of natural colours.

Pastel
Subtle interplay of ivory and cream shades can give your building an elegant noble look.

Impressive
The look of precious woods from all over the world can create an impressive regal style.

Pure
Clear lines and dynamic structures between warm solid wood and urban coolness can provide
powerful simplicity.

Iconic
Asymmetric structures and high-contrast lighting makes for visually stunning dynamics. Give your
building an impulse overflowing with life.

Essential
Detailed patterns, delicate lines and earthy expressions are achieved using these warm colours to add
a sense of charisma.

Energetic
A play of colour, structure and material can give your building an effect that reveals something
previously unseen every time you look.

Plain
Strong colour accents and calm structures in perfect harmony; give your building a timeless design.

Urban
Give your building the expression of a modern metropolis and the sense of a megacity transferred into
gripping looks.

